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Read a thorough examination on one of the most popular poker playing locations in Las Vegas, t
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The poker room in the hotel Bellagio is lavishly designed, but that is not what I have examine
The Bellagio devotes poker to three large sections. The first is the standard game room where

Advantages:
1) A regular WPT tournament venue, playing poker at this casino gives you the chance to play w
2) No one (not even the high stake pros) is allowed to smoke in any of the casino halls. This

3) The Bellagio caters to all poker tastes. It offers game tables where one can play different

4) The Bellagio bar serve high-priced alcohol and cocktails and do not charge for these drinks

5) Three different tournaments take place at the Bellagio. The first is as I stated above: the

Cons:
1) Because the poker room at Bellagio is highly esteemed and brings in many enthusiasts, you w

2) Mainly because of the reputation that the Bellagio has gained through the years, and also b
3) Because the Bellagio serves the finest booze and because their bartenders have the ability

4) If you play at one of the high stake rooms such as Bobbys Poker rooms, you will be competin

Conclusion:
If you consider yourself a professional or at least have respectable skills at playing this ca
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